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Double-modulation of the laser line
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Two possible kinds of an emission laser line modulation, called here the transverse and 
longitudinal ones, have been described. An idea of double-modulation of laser line and its 
application to the first harmonic analysis of spectral details appearing on the laser line have 
been presented. Such an analysis performed experimentally for the absorption peak power in 
He-Ne/CH4 laser was compared with the classical phase-sensitive detection technique of 
analysis.

1. Introduction

Considering the shape of a single-mode gas laser emission line two possible kinds 
of modulation can be imagined. The first one, based on a laser cavity length 
tunning, involves a simultaneous frequency and intensity modulation. It can be 
called the longitudinal modulation of the laser line.

The other kind of modulation, the so-called transverse one, can be thought 
of as the modulation of the laser beam intensity at the constant laser frequency. 
It can be obtained by changing internal gain or losses as well as by applying an 
external intensity modulator. It should be noticed that the pure transverse effect 
can be obtained solely by the external modulation of intensity, because internal 
changes of gain or losses usually cause mode pulling effect [1]. The both, 
mentioned above, kinds of modulation are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

LONGITUDINAL
v Fig. 1. Emission line with two possible direc

tions of modulation marked schematically
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In saturation spectroscopy a single-mode laser is used as a source of a spectral 
analysis. The analysis of spectral saturated details on the background of an 
emission laser line is usually done by means of the phase-sensitive detection (psd). 
The essence of this method lies in phase-sensitive detection of the longitudinal 
intensity modulation of the laser line; the lock-in amplifier being used commonly 
as the fundamental instrument of the laser saturation spectroscopy.

This paper presents a little different method, the so-called double modulation 
technique, which has been applied to the analysis of spectral saturated details in 
the range of the laser line.

2. Discriminant signal

As an example of a spectral detail we shall consider an emission Doppler- 
broadened laser line with an absorption peak power, shown in Fig. 2. It is 
a typical shape of output power of He-Ne 3.39 pm with an internal CH4 
absorption cell [2], [3], [4]. Similar effects can be obtained in C 0 2/SF6 [5] or 
He-Ne/J2 [6] lasers.

Fig. 2. Typical laser line with the 
absorption peak

by
The shape of the absorption peak is the Lorentzian one and can be described

L(x) =
1 + x: ( 1 )

where: x = 2
Avr

dimensionless frequency,

v0 — centre frequency of the absorption peak, 
v — frequency,
Avp — full width at half maximum of absorption peak (FWHM).

In most experiments on saturated absorption the output laser signal is sine- 
wave modulated longitudinally by a piezoceramic driver, and the first harmonic 
signal is detected by psd technique. For the harmonic longitudinal modulation 
with the frequency /  and the amplitude of the frequency deviation Av the signal
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Fig. 3. Several discriminant shapes S t (x, m) vs the modulation amplitude m (a). For comparison a 
Lorentzian shape (b) and its first derivative (c) are presented
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detected is determined by the expression

L(x, m, t) = {l + [x + m sin(27r/f)]2)_1 (2)

Av
where m — 2—— is the dimensionless amplitude of frequency modulation.

A v p
The first harmonic of L(x, m, t) signal gives the necessary discriminant shape 

useful for saturation spectroscopy as well as for frequency stabilization devices. 
The amplitude Si(x, m) of the first harmonic of the analysed signal L(x, m, t) was 
calculated by Arndt [7 ] and equals

Si(x, m) = (2)1/2
m

x [(A/2 + 4x2)1/2 4- M ]1/2 — [(M2 + 4x2) — M ]1/2 
(M2 +  4x2)1/2 0 )

where M = 1 —x 2 + m2.
Si (x, m) well approximates the first derivative of the Lorentzian signal shape. 

This approximation is better when the value of the parameter m is lower, 
according to the relation

lim —Si (x, m) = 
m -*o m

dL(x) 
dx

2x
(1 + x2)2 (4)

Figure 3 shows a few discriminant curves Sx (x, m) for different values of 
parameter m, the Lorentzian shape and its first derivative, respectively. The first 
harmonic Si(x, m) is easily detected by generally practiced psd technique. 
We present here a somewhat different procedure which has been applied in order 
to detect the discriminant shape of an absorption peak. Its essence consists in 
a simultaneous application of the transverse and longitudinal output modulation 
of the same frequency /. If the amplitude Ai(x) of the transverse modulation is 
constant within the whole tuned range and the transverse modulation phase- 
synchronized relatively to the longitudinal modulation, the first harmonic Si (x, m) 
detected selectively after a photodetector is the sum of signals

Si(x, m) = Si(x, m)-Mi(x). (5)

It is self-evident that Eq. (5) is true when Ax (x) > Si (x, m)|max. Assuming 
/4i(x) = const, the signal Si(x,.m) has the same shape as Si(x, m) and they differ 
only in the zero level. So, we can see that the transverse modulation signal 
operates in double-modulation technique as the reference signal in psd technique.

3. Experimental

In this section we present the analyses of the absorption peak in the single-mode 
He-Ne/CH* laser performed by the two methods mentioned above, i.e., psd and 
double-modulation technique (Fig. 4). Laser cavity 60 cm long included dc-excited 
gain tube 32 cm long and absorption cell 20 cm long. The low noise discharge
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Fig. 4. Experimental arrangements applied to the first harmonic analysis of the absorption peak in 
He-Ne/CH4 laser using: a — phase-sensitive detection technique, b — double-modulation technique

tube with spherical spacings [8] used in investigations was filled with 27 Pa (0.2 
Torr) of Ne22 and 270 Pa (2 Torr) of He3. This filling permits us to get the precise 
covering of the absorption line in methane with the emission line of neon.

As a result, the output power of He-Ne laser with an intracavity absorption 
cell filled with 1.3 Pa (10 mTorr) of methane gives a very narrow peak at the 
centre of v3, P(7) methane line. Figure 5 presents oscilloscope records of the 
output power with the absorption peak at the centre of the emission fine of 
He-Ne/CH4 laser under investigation. The half width at half maximum of 
absorption peak is about 350 kHz. The height of the saturation peak is about 
1.2% of the total output laser power.

The analysis of peak power in He-Ne/CH4 laser has been performed in two 
systems presented in Fig. 4. The first one (Fig. 4a) is the classical set-up based 
on phase-sensitive detection. The first harmonic signal is obtained by means of 
lock-in amplifier. A more detailed description of double-modulation set-up will be 
given below (Fig. 4b). An acoustical sine-wave signal from the acoustical generator
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is for both the transverse and longitudinal modulation a driving signal. It is passed 
through the phase shifter to PZT driver causing the longitudinal modulation of 
the laser cavity. The acoustical generator is also loaded by Pj potentiometer which 
is connected in series to the cathode of the discharge tube. Typical discharge 
currents range within 5-6 mA. This range lies in the low-noise region of the

Fig. 5. Oscilloscope record of the output.power 
with the absorption peak in He-Ne/CH4 laser

pressure-current characteristic as well as in linear part of the output-current 
characteristic [8]. Hence, the transverse modulation of the output power can be 
easily carried out by means of discharge current modulation.

The amplitudes of both the applied modulations can be regulated by poten
tiometers Pj and P2, respectively. Phase shifter permits the regulation of the 
relative phase between these two signals for optimal operation. Because the 
relative height of the peak power is about 1% we can assume that in the closest 
neighbourhood of the peak power the amplitude of the transverse modulation is 
constant.

The application of the discharge current modulation with 0.1 mA amplitude 
permitted us to obtain the intensity modulation (transverse modulation) with an 
amplitude of about 2% . The selected modulation frequency /  ranged within 0.5-1 
kHz. The signal after the photodetector was passed through the selective amplifier, 
linear detector and integrator. At the output of the integrator it has the required 
shape given by Eq. (5). A constant dc level obtained at the output of the integrator 
can be compensated by the differential amplifier with the regulation of dc voltage 
level.

Figure 6 presents two sets of oscilloscope records obtained as a result of the 
first harmonic (first derivative) detection of the peak power in He-Ne/CH4 laser 
for psd and double-modulation techniques, respectively. All analyses have been 
carried out for the same laser operating in the same conditions. As we can see, 
both these methods give qualitatively comparable results.

4. Conclusions

In this paper two kinds of modulations of an emission laser line, called here 
longitudinal and transverse ones, have been distinguished. The first harmonic
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a b

Fig. 6. Two sets of oscilloscope records presenting the first harmonic analysis of absorption 
peak in He-Ne/CH4 laser for different values of parameter m: a -  phase-sensitive detection, 
b — double-modulation technique. Frequency of modulation /  =  875 Hz, speed of analysis 0.1 s/div, 
time constant of integration t  = 10 ms

(or first derivative) technique has been used for the analysis of the saturation peak 
in methane. This analysis was performed by the double-modulation technique and 
compared to the psd technique. It has been shown that the first derivative analysis 
can be done by the double-modulation technique.

It is difficult to point out the practical advantages of this method with respect 
to psd technique. It should be added, however, that the main purpose of this paper 
is to emphasize the idea of double-modulation of laser line which, in author’s 
opinion, seems to be perspective in laser spectroscopy.
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/(BOHH21H MOAyJHWllfl Jia3epHOH jihhhh

B pa6oTe npejiCTaBJieHbi jiBa B03M0»cHbix cnoco6a MOjiyjiJmHH jia3epHOH jihhhh. O hh HaiBanbi 
nonepeHHOH h npoaoJibHoii MojiyjnuiHeH. OnncaHO cymecTBO /ibohhoh Mojiy.uniHH jiaiepHoii jihhhh. 
/jBOHHaa MO/tyjiHUH» MOJKeT 6biTb npHMeHeHa juih aHajiH3a cneKTpajibHbix neTajień Ha (J)OHe Jia3ep- 
hoh jihhhh MeToaoM nepBOH rapMOHHKH. TaxoH aHajiH3 6bui cjiejiaH 3KcnepHMeHTajibHo jxaa nor.no- 
maiomero nHKa mouihocth b He-Ne/CH4 Jia3epe h cpaBHeH c KJiaccHHecKHM mctojiom chhxpohhoh 
aeTeKUHH.


